BRIGHT PAST, STELLAR FUTURE: PASSING THE TORCH AT CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

Presented by
A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Mathematician Daniele Struppa brings a passion for creative connection and a vision of national prominence to his new role as president of Chapman University.

More than utility, there’s elegance and beauty in the equations that spread across the whiteboard in Daniele Struppa’s office. Though the renowned mathematician has spent a decade as Chapman’s chief academic officer, his ties to teaching and research are as close as the nearest marker.

While he revels in working through complex calculations, that doesn’t mean Struppa inhabits his own narrow world. Just ask him and he’ll show you: The meter of a Shakespeare sonnet, the grace of a Renaissance painting, the chords of a classic guitar riff all get their life blood through the artery of math.

“Everything I love,” Struppa says, “is connected with mathematics or mathematical ideas.”

His love of numbers and this passion for learning began as a child in his native Italy, where his parents—both lawyers—stoked his curiosity and encouraged him to explore. His mom especially coaxed him to see how one discovery leads to another, connecting math to art, geography to history, the classical thinkers to the real world in front of him.

His heroes became people like Piero della Francesca, Alberti and Leonardo. And along a pathway that led him to study in America and build a career in academia, he became fluent in three languages, developed a deep love for classical music and climbed some of the world’s most challenging peaks, all as he also penned publications with names like “Computations in the Ring of Quaternionic Polynomials.”

“Great teachers need to know so much more than just the subject they teach, so they can see how everything fits into the big fresco,” Struppa says. “Ultimately, it comes back to passion. Throughout my life, I’ve never lost my passion for the intellectual enterprise. I really feel emotionally invested in that pursuit. Every time I read a book on a subject I’d never studied before, I feel new doors opening—I feel like a young kid. So as an intellectual, I’m still 15 years old.”

Now Struppa is bringing that scholarly passion to a role for which he has spent a lifetime preparing. On Sept. 30, he’ll be inaugurated as the thirteenth president in the 155-year history of Chapman University, where he’s planning to build on the legacy of his friend and mentor, Jim Doti. During his 25 years as president, Doti led Chapman through a period of unprecedented growth, taking the school from a small liberal arts college to its current position as a thriving mid-sized university with an expanding reputation for excellence. As chancellor for ten of those pivotal years, Struppa played a key role in that growth. Now as he assumes the presidency, he’s focused on helping Chapman take the next step in its own scholarly maturation.

“Daniele and Jim are two different people but both amazingly talented,” says Wylie Atken, vice chair, Chapman University Board of Trustees. “Daniele is an international scholar and author extraordinaire, but also a listener, consensus builder, and, like Jim Doti, a visionary. It will be exciting to be part of this new chapter as the Jim Doti legacy will be honored and built upon as Chapman continues to march into the limelight of national prominence with Daniele at the helm.”

Struppa’s goal is to guide Chapman to be nationally and internationally regarded as a center of academic and personal excellence. To do that, he sees Chapman
Daniele’s student-focused vision for Chapman’s future will have a profoundly positive impact on what is already a vibrant and engaged intellectual community.  

JULIA ARGYROS PHILANTHROPIST AND COMMUNITY LEADER

Further its growing emphasis on research and the sciences while continuing to support highly recognized programs in the arts, film, business, law and humanities. But for Chapman to succeed in a realm “where our competitors are going to be major league,” Struppa says, “The University will need to think bigger and get better across all colleges, schools and departments.”

“We need to continue to hire great faculty, recruit great students and then have everyone push each other to pursue achievement,” Struppa says, “We need to be driven by this goal of being the very best at what we do and offering our students something that can’t be replicated.”

Struppa’s passion for excellence is contagious, his colleagues say.

“He’s dynamic and inspiring—has high expectations and challenges you to make a difference,” says Nina Lenoir, vice chancellor for undergraduate education at Chapman. His focus is on improving the experience of students.”

Joann Leatherby, vice chair, Chapman University Board of Trustees agrees. “Daniele values scholarship, research, teaching and personalized education, ensuring that Chapman students and faculty work together in learning and advancing knowledge. This has been the hallmark of his years as chancellor and will distinguish his career as president.”

There’s nothing quite like getting the chance to deepen the understanding of a student, Struppa believes. That’s why he plans to continue teaching during his presidency, just as he did when he was dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at George Mason University and as chancellor at Chapman.

Daniele’s willingness to collaborate and engage with the Orange County business community illustrates his passion for preparing students to contribute to a society increasingly global in reach and understanding.  DAVID PYOTT FORMER CEO, ALLERGAN

You’re Invited! Chapman Presidential Inauguration Events

To celebrate its new president, Chapman University has planned an extraordinary lineup of campus events reflecting the many and diverse interests of Daniele C. Struppa, Ph.D.

Admission is free, but reservations are required. For complete information on all Inauguration events, visit Chapman.edu/inauguration.

Wednesday, Sept. 28, 8 a.m.
The Third Annual Fish Interfaith Center Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion: The Concept of Holism.

Creative thinkers from a variety of disciplines will explore the implications of “causation.”

Wednesday, Sept. 28, 4 p.m.
Capstone Address by Sir Roger Penrose

One of the most intriguing figures in the world of physics, Penrose will share ideas from his new book that illustrate his ability to provoke and inspire peers around the globe. To many, the ideas Penrose proposes represent a radical challenge to some of the most significant developments in physics today.

Wednesday, Sept. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Through the Window of Consciousness: An Interdisciplinary Panel Discussion

Bringing together high-profile leaders from the worlds of technology, academia and business, this panel will explore the ways consciousness illuminates their disciplines and work.

Thursday, Sept. 29, 7:30 p.m.
Celebrating the Inspiration of Creativity: A Talk with Werner Herzog and Performances by Chapman Faculty and Students

The evening features the renowned film director and producer Werner Herzog sharing his perspectives on creativity and artistic production, and will also include artistic collaborations in music, dance, theatre and literature.

Friday, Sept. 30, 9 a.m.
Interfaith Service

Interfaith leaders from throughout the region join together for an innovative service of blessing.

President Struppa with his wife, Lisa Spinks, Ph.D., and three of his four children: Aranna, Eleno, and Athena. Son Alessandro is married to Kaitlin, and currently lives and works in Florida.
For Chapman's Legendary Jim Doti, A FINAL CHAPTER—BUT THE STORY CONTINUES

The last 25 years at Chapman University have been, in a word, Doti. Jim Doti has redefined what it means to be a university president. His transformational vision has elevated what was once a small college into a nationally recognized powerhouse of a university, arguably with the fastest and most high-flying national rankings surge of any institution in higher education.

Working together for two and a half decades, we made miracles happen. Jim Doti

“Now, as Doti steps down from the presidency to return to teaching, at the peak of his talents, it’s a fact universally acknowledged that he is the best-known face, the strongest affirming voice and the most active friend-fundraising representative of Chapman University.

He has been a friend to some of the most important people and organizations in Orange County—who have in turn become friends of the University itself. Because of him, they’ve given of their time, their collections, their vision and their treasures to help shape Chapman into what it is today: a university dedicated to a global, interdisciplinary education, located in the historic heart of the county.

“It’s no secret that Jim Doti’s tenure at Chapman has been the most dynamic era in the 155-year history of the University,” said David Janes, chairman of the Board of Trustees. “Jim is a visionary who has the gift of making impossible-seeming ideas come true—and although it seems effortless, it takes planning and extraordinary people skills to make it all happen.”

When Doti took office as Chapman’s twelfth president in 1991, the University was still a college, and enrollment was 2,200. Now the student body numbers about 8,000, many of them in the six colleges that have been added during his tenure.

The number of buildings on campus has gone from 13 to nearly 70. There was one endowed chair in 1991; now there are 39, as well as 25 endowed professorships.

Then there are these remarkable figures: Since 1991, freshman applications have risen 1,867 percent, the average incoming SAT score has climbed more than 200 points, and Chapman’s U.S. News & World Report student selectivity ranking has jumped from No. 92 to a position that toggles between No. 1 and No. 2, depending on the report.

“Tobe at 25 years and consider all that we’ve accomplished, it amazes me. Not that I accomplished it, but that we as a community accomplished it,” says Doti. While it hasn’t always been easy, it’s always been an education, he says.

“Mainly I’ve come to realize it’s the generosity of people that has made what we’ve done here possible. It also goes back to growing up and learning from my mom and dad how important it is to thank others, and how important friends and family are in my life. People need to know that their generosity is having an impact. I want to help people understand that what they did is important—it’s a legacy that has made Chapman a better place.”

And now, respectfully, Doti is passing the torch to his trusted friend, former University Chancellor and President-Designate Daniele C. Struppa.

With the start of the academic year, Doti is headed to a place he knows very well: the front of a classroom. He’s putting down the presidential mantle, but picking up the pencil of professor—and going back to where he started: “Teaching is the one thing that’s even better than being president. There’s nothing in the world like challenging students and seeing their self-esteem and confidence grow.”

Spoken like a true leader.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
AND THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

RECOGNIZE AND HONOR
THE EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE OF

JAMES L. DOTI
AS THE TWELFTH PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY

AND WELCOME WITH ENTHUSIASM AND RESPECT

DANIELE C. STRUPPA
AS THE THIRTEENTH PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY.

The vision and leadership exhibited by Jim Doti during his twenty-five years at the helm of Chapman University helped transform the school from a locally known college into a nationally recognized university. His recommendation of Daniele Struppa as the next president reflects an abiding commitment to the University and its long-term achievement. In turn, Dr. Struppa’s ten years as Chancellor at Chapman provided a remarkable trajectory for his successful transition to become the University’s thirteenth president.
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Full-Blown Events is a full-service creative and production group proudly serving local and global brands from our headquarters in the heart of Orange County. We build unforgettable live experiences, including:

- Employee, partner and sales force meetings for blue-chip companies such as Allergan, BMW, Harman Audio, Home Depot and Honda Motor Company;
- Press conferences and other media events for major brands including Mazda, Subaru and CART racing;
- Product launches for Amgen, Mary Kay Cosmetics and Warner Bros. Home Video; and
- Special events at the John Wayne Cancer Institute, Lyon Air Museum and our alma mater, Chapman University.

Our turnkey approach integrates the full range of experts required to move your audience and elevate your brand. Our team provides creative development, environmental and graphic design, production, content development, production management, client services and the vast range of technical services required to deliver events that produce flawless results. Our unique capabilities are built on the deep experience of our leadership, the skill and teamwork of our professional staff, and the strategic investments we've made in our own inventory of cutting-edge technology and equipment.

FBE founders Peter Twill and Dave Judy bring more than 40 years of combined experience in production management and technical implementation to every project, with experience that spans across such industries as automotive, music and entertainment, pharmaceuticals, real estate, as well as charities and other non-profit organizations.
As an undergraduate at Chapman, I was honored to have Dr. Doti as a professor. He taught me core values that I still live by today – honesty, integrity, service above self and to build long-lasting and trusted relationships. For those same values, I chose Farmers & Merchants Bank to help me build Homefront America, and I have been deeply blessed by both relationships. Thank you Dr. Doti for all the students’ lives you have touched and for making Chapman the nationally renowned university it is today.

Mamie Yong Maywhort
Co-Founder, Homefront America
F&M Bank Client Since 2007
Chapman University, 1978
BA, Business Administration and Economics

About Homefront America
Based in San Juan Capistrano, Homefront America is an all-volunteer non-profit military outreach and support organization providing year-round programs to enhance the quality of life for military personnel and their families.

Member FDIC | fmb.com
Jennifer L. Keller is a Trustee of Chapman University. Her involvement began in the early 1990s as a committee member studying whether Chapman should establish a law school. Jennifer served on the law school's Dean's Advisory Board from 1995-2013, succeeded by Keller/Anderle’s managing partner, Kay Anderle (2013-present). Both Keller and Anderle are enthusiastic supporters of Chapman University.

Jennifer and Kay, along with their entire firm, wish to thank Jim Doti for the 25 years of tireless service and inspired leadership that transformed Chapman University from a sleepy, local college into the top-ranked, nationally known powerhouse it is today. In addition to the Fowler School of Law, Jim’s vision has led to the creation of six new colleges, including the Dodge College of Film and Media Arts and the county’s first School of Pharmacy. Add the Hilbert Museum of American Art, the Musco Center for the Arts, and the under-construction Center for Science and Technology for some idea of his legacy.

This Renaissance Man climbs mountains, has competed in more than 50 marathons, and created the hugely influential annual Chapman Economic Forecast, famous throughout the nation. In addition to authoritative econometrics texts, Jim has even found time to write two children’s books: A Christmas Adventure in Little Italy and Jimmy Finds His Voice.

It is nearly impossible to capture what Jim Doti has meant to Chapman University. We will miss him terribly as a leader and a friend. But we know we’re in good hands though, with Jim’s handpicked successor, Daniele Struppa, taking the helm. Benvenuti, President Struppa! And Jim, don’t let this be arrivederci!

Jim Doti’s Vision Transformed Chapman University

Kay Anderle (left) and Jennifer Keller (right)

Keller/Anderle LLP
Keller/Anderle LLP is considered one of the premier boutique trial firms in California. The two women name partners have tried more than 250 cases to jury verdict between them, and specialize in “bet-the-company” litigation. The firm’s clients include or have included AIG, Microsoft, MGA Entertainment, Standard & Poor’s, MassMutual Life Insurance Company, Western Digital, Broadwood Investments, Henry Nicholas III (co-founder and former CEO of Broadcom), Michael Ovitz (founder of the Creative Artists Agency and former CEO of the Walt Disney Company), United American Properties and many others. For further information, see www.kelleranderle.com or call 949.476.8700.

California Republic Bank congratulates our friend Jim Doti for his 25 years of leadership and welcomes Daniele Struppa as he continues Jim’s legacy

We look forward to watching Daniele Struppa take Chapman University to new heights

A salute to Jim, in honor of his years of exceptional entrepreneurship, leadership and never-ending drive that has transformed Chapman University into one of the very best universities in the nation!
Well Done • The Best

“As chancellor for the past 10 years, you have partnered with President Jim Doti in the transformation and vision for this great university. Congratulations and best wishes Daniele C. Struppa, Chapman University’s 13th president. We look forward to your leadership with our board of trustees, board of governors, faculty, staff and student body to continue the successes of the past and, most importantly, to prepare the current and subsequent generations of students to create and impact on the world to learn, earn and return.”

-Marybelle and Sebastian Paul Musco

“Throughout our lifetime, we have been fortunate to meet exceptional people who personify the very best of humanity. Such a person is Jim Doti, a man we have admired and respected for many years. His leadership and dedication to Chapman University was and is our inspiration to be a part of his dream... to give Chapman University prominence by elevating it to the great university it is today and will continue to be. Congratulations, Jim, on your retirement as President, and all our best wishes to you as you return to your love of teaching.”

-Marybelle and Sebastian Paul Musco

“It has been my great honor to serve as dean for the last 25 years under the visionary leadership of President James L. Doti. His positive impact has touched every corner of our campus, from the bricks and mortar of the many buildings that he helped make possible, to the hearts and minds of the students, faculty, staff and entire Chapman community with whom he has engaged so energetically. As he now makes the transition back to teaching and the students that he loves so dearly, we are all profoundly indebted to him for his transformational legacy at our fine university. Thank you, Jim, for your inspiring leadership, always insightful advice and continued friendship for these many years - it’s been a great run.”

-William Hall, D.M.A., Dean and Artistic Director, Musco Center for the Arts

“As a professor of music at Chapman University since 1963, I have seen my fair share of new leaders. After having worked with Chancellor Daniele C. Struppa for nearly 10 years, I am delighted to now call him President Struppa. Daniele is precisely the person needed at this pivotal moment in the history of our institution, and I look forward to continuing to work with him to advance the university to even greater heights in the years ahead. With the opening of the Marybelle and Sebastian P. Musco Center for the Arts, Chapman University will excel at presenting events that educate, entertain and inspire. Congratulations to our new leader, President Daniele C. Struppa, and to scaling new peaks of academic and artistic excellence at Chapman University!”

-William Hall, D.M.A., Dean and Artistic Director, Musco Center for the Arts
R.D. Olson Construction is an Orange County-based general contracting and construction management firm recognized for reliability and customer loyalty nationwide. The firm is known for its hospitality and multi-unit construction expertise and a growing presence in healthcare, restaurants and education projects. Backed by a track record spanning 37 years, R.D. Olson has built a financially sound business setting the stage for continuous growth. The company has an impressive resume of hotel, resort, multi-unit housing, country club, retail and restaurant construction projects. Client list includes Marriott, Kimpton Hotel & Restaurant Group, Starwood Lodging, UDR and Affirmed Housing Group, to name a few.

R.D. Olson Construction has an established reputation as a builder that is at the forefront of emerging technologies and building trends. They meet their clients’ vision and build environments through solution-driven teamwork, fast-track construction, high-quality finishes, and proven expertise in their trade, providing a foundation for excellence.

Founded by Robert Olson in 1979 and headquartered in Irvine, California, the success of the company is attributed to a staff of dedicated employees who place a high value on integrity and have the experience to excel in commercial construction.

R.D. Olson’s growth is anchored by a loyal and repeat clientele whose expectations they work hard to exceed. As it partners to surpass expectations, RD Olson’s

---

Thank you for more than 20 years of partnership with Chapman University.

We congratulate Jim Doti for elevating Chapman University’s national reputation, and we welcome Danielle Struppa, who will continue to advance the mission of excellence.

---
A huge thank you to Jim Doti for your amazing leadership over the last 25 years.

A heartfelt welcome to Daniele Struppa.

May your legacy be as bright.

From your friends,

Laura Khouri & Michael K. Hayde

WESTERN NATIONAL GROUP

Eight Executive Circle, Irvine, CA 92614 • (949) 862-6200 • www.wng.com
Sound Image is an audio/video systems integration company based in Escondido, California with more than 25 years of experience designing and installing systems for a wide range of applications from houses of worship to corporate conference rooms to major sports arenas.

Over the years, Sound Image has done a number of major concert hall projects and recently had the opportunity to be the systems integrator for the Musco Center for the Arts at Chapman University in Orange, California.

Michael Martin, Sound Image’s senior project manager supervised the project. “The Musco Center was an interesting installation with many challenges,” Martin recalls, “mostly due to the sheer, raw size of the main theater space, which is impressive in both its size and design.”

“Although Sound Image had to competitively bid on the project, we had input throughout the actual build/construction process with some of the technical directors at Chapman University,” adds Martin. “It took three years from the point of being awarded the project, and nearly 18 months for the build process.”

The state-of-the-art system included Yamaha mixing consoles, Meyer speaker systems, an Avid Pro Tools recording system, and an extensive Audinate digital network for a system that supports not only the live performances, but the recording of the performances and internet streaming of them as well.

Despite additional challenges due to construction delays that Sound Image faced to complete the systems by opening night, “the show must go on” and Sound Image came through. As Martin recalls, “the grand opening, featuring Placido Domingo, went over beautifully. The house engineer, Seiyua Tang—

Musco Center for the Arts with system designer Fred’s Vogler’s assistance—mixed the main house system on the Yamaha CL5 console, while I had the pleasure of mixing the feeds for an off-campus broadcast, as well as distributed audio and assisted listening. It was a wonderful feeling to pull off such an event.”

Sound Image
2425 Auto Park Way
Escondido, CA
760.737.3900
Sound-Image.com

CONGRATULATIONS!
We are so proud to be PLANTING for the future with Chapman University.

DE Landscape
Chapman University’s Go-To Drought Tolerant Landscape Provider
714.814.5530

Chapman University
we proudly salute you for the significant contributions you’ve made to the educational enrichment of Orange County

Irvine Ranch WATER DISTRICT
AMAZING is the best way to describe Chapman University’s transformation and growth in the last 25 years.

It’s also the best word to describe James L. Dotti, the person responsible for that remarkable trajectory — and someone we are honored to call a friend. Congratulations to you, Jim, for the outstanding service you provided (and continue to provide) Chapman University.

Amazing is equally applicable to incoming president, Daniele C. Struppa. His decade of experience at Chapman, coupled with a lifetime of leadership in higher education, make him an ideal choice to lead Chapman into an even brighter future. Best wishes to you, Daniele, as you embark on this extraordinary journey.

Julianne and George Argyros
Sodexo has been the campus food service provider for Chapman University since 2002.

Sodexo’s goal has always been to improve the Quality of Life for students living on campus and to help Chapman University maintain its excellent retention rates.

Sodexo touches the lives of 75 million consumers in 80 countries every day. In North America alone, we serve more than 15 million consumers at 9,000 client sites. Wherever we work, our dedication to making every day a better day for people and organizations comes from one goal: to positively improve Quality of Life.

Sodexo Improves Quality of Life by:

- Ensuring the people that we serve — corporate and government employees, health care patients and providers, students and faculty, sports and leisure venue attendees, retirees and more — have access to nutritious meals.
- Creating healthy and productive environments for businesses, government agencies, hospitals, schools, retirement communities and other venues.
- Helping people live a healthy lifestyle. Sodexo offers an array of programs that help them enjoy healthier lifestyles, such as our award-winning Mindful program.
- Contributing to the economic, social and environmental development of the communities where we operate.

For more information, contact Dave Trombetta, Senior Marketing Manager | Universities, at 831.206.5723 or David.trombetta@sodexo.com.
congratulates

Daniele C. Struppa, PhD
as the 13th president of

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

AND SALUTES

James L. Doti, PhD
for his 25 years of leadership and inspiration.
Scripsense is a newly formed technology company that is in the business of digital fundraising. The company provides a full-service, private platform to organizations, helping them streamline all fundraising campaigns through an added option of simply shopping for everyday needs. Organizations sign up in minutes, create campaigns and invite their members to shop and earn via email.

Members register, then shop online and earn via their everyday purchases. With more than 400 merchants to choose from, each purchase generates up to 20% rebates back to their organization. Schools, family foundations, non-profits, booster groups, sports associations and other types of organizations can benefit from this new “all-in-one” online-managed and member-friendly system today. Get started now at www.scripsense.com/organization.

For more information, email info@scripsense.com.
Congratulations Dr. Jim Doti

Thank you for your leadership in our community and advancing Chapman University to the next level of higher education. We are grateful to have worked with you on multiple campus projects and helped your vision for Chapman University become a reality.
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www.cwdriver.com
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C.W. Driver Companies is a premier builder serving California since 1919. Originally founded in 1919 by Clarence Wike (C.W.) Driver and John MacDonald, C.W. Driver Companies has built a solid reputation of stability and integrity for 97 years. Holding the fifth oldest active contractor license in the state, C.W. Driver Companies is one of the longest-operating contracting firm headquartered in California.

As a leader in general contracting, construction management and design-build services, C.W. Driver Companies are on the cutting-edge across a broad spectrum of industries, including higher education, K-12 education, commercial/office, technology, healthcare/biomedical, mixed-use, assisted living, entertainment, retail, industrial and civic. Ranked in Engineering News Record’s Top 150 General Contractors and Top 100 Construction Managers, C.W. Driver Companies has the ability to build a variety of projects, from large tenant improvements to small renovations and specialized projects through its affiliates: Driver SPG, Driver URBAN and Good & Roberts. As a whole, C.W. Driver Companies retains professionals with a commitment to excellence and an expertise in building. Our clients trust us with their most important projects, including iconic landmarks, treasured historical buildings and occupied campuses. They are confident that a project contracted with C.W. Driver Companies will be closely supervised, clean, safe and efficient.

Our clients recognize that involving C.W. Driver Companies early in the process as a part of the project team affords the contractor perspective on design elements, constructability of components, and conformity of design with schedule and budget, and ensuring the best value is ultimately delivered, without compromising the architect’s design criteria.

While our commitment to quality and customer service has not changed over the years, we have successfully adapted to the changes in construction methods, technology and building complexity that have occurred over time. This includes established expertise in BIM (Building Information Modeling) and sustainable building practices. This expertise and adaptability enables our teams to better coordinate with the client, architect and sub-consultants on each of our projects, resulting in on-time, on-budget project delivery. C.W. Driver Companies also offers a range of construction delivery options, enabling us to continue to serve our long-standing clients as their legal and financial needs change.

C.W. Driver Companies has offices located in Los Angeles, Irvine, Rancho Cucamonga, Anaheim, San Diego, Carlsbad and San Jose. We invite you to learn more about C.W. Driver Companies’ capabilities by visiting our website: www.cwdriver.com.

For additional information, please contact Jennifer Vasquez, Dir. of Marketing/Corp. Communications at 626.351.8800 or jvasquez@cwdriver.com or Thomas Smith, Dir. of Project Development at 949.261.5100 or tsmith@cwdriver.com.
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For additional information, please contact Jennifer Vasquez, Dir. of Marketing/Corp. Communications at 626.351.8800 or jvasquez@cwdriver.com or Thomas Smith, Dir. of Project Development at 949.261.5100 or tsmith@cwdriver.com.
A Spectrum of Special Events
Honoring President Struppa’s interests in the arts and sciences, these special events bring some of the world’s most creative thinkers to the Chapman University campus. For information and reservations, please visit Chapman.edu/inauguration.

Wed., Sept. 28, 9 a.m.
Third Annual Fish Interfaith Center Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion: The Concept of Holism
Fish Interfaith Center

Researchers at Chapman’s Institute for Quantum Studies have discovered what might be the first example of top-down causation in physics. This conference will explore the implications of that discovery on several disciplines, from the arts to medicine. Invited speakers include Chapman Professor Yakir Aharonov, Ph.D., recipient of the National Medal of Science; ASU Professor Paul Davies, Ph.D., physicist, author, and director of BEYOND: Center for Fundamental Concepts in Science; Professor Andrew Briggs, the inaugural holder of the chair of nanomaterials at the University of Oxford, and many others.

Wed., Sept. 28, 4 p.m.
Capstone Address by Sir Roger Penrose, Ph.D.
Musco Center for the Arts

One of the preeminent physicists of our day, Sir Roger Penrose will share insights from his thought-provoking new book, Fashion, Faith, and Fantasy in the New Physics of the Universe. He suggests that fashion, faith and fantasy could be leading researchers astray in three of the field’s most important areas — string theory, quantum mechanics and cosmology — and argues that researchers exploring the edges of physics are just as likely to be swayed by these everyday influences as anyone else.

Wed., Sept. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Through the Window of Consciousness: An Interdisciplinary Panel Discussion
Musco Center for the Arts

This provocative discussion brings to the stage high-profile leaders from the worlds of technology, academia and business, discussing how consciousness illuminates their work and influences our perceptions of the world around us. Panelists include poet Carolyn Forché; Gopi Kallayil, chief evangelist for brand marketing at Google; entrepreneur Keith McCarty; and academics Pedro Noguera, Ph.D., and Najeeba Syeed, J.D.

Thurs., Sept. 29, 7:30 pm
Celebrating Creativity in the Arts: A Talk with Werner Herzog and Performances by Chapman Faculty and Students
Musco Center for the Arts

Featuring the renowned film director and producer Werner Herzog, this special event provides a forum for him to share his perspectives on creativity and artistic production. The evening will also include collaborations in music, dance, theatre and literature performed by Chapman faculty and students.

For information and reservations, please visit Chapman.edu/inauguration.
The R.J. Noble Company certainly supports Chapman University. President and CEO Michael Carver sits on the Board of Trustees at Chapman University while his wife, Brenda Carver (Brandman '16), sits on the Board of Governors. Currently, the company currently employs four alumni:

- CFO James Ducote (MBA '02)
- Controller Jennifer Vega (MBA '16)
- Marketing Manager KaSondra Carver ('12)
- Sales Manager Austin Carver (Brandman '16)

KaSondra and Jennifer also currently serve as members of the Chapman50 Alumni Association. The R.J. Noble family salutes Jim Doti for his incredible 25 years of guidance and enthusiasm for Chapman, and we proudly welcome Daniele Struppa as the university’s next president.

R.J. Noble Company
Proudly Supports Chapman University

R.J. Noble family salutes Jim Doti for his years of service to Chapman and welcomes Daniele Struppa

The R.J. Noble Company is a Class A, General Engineering Contractor specializing in grading and asphalt paving, subcontracting underground, electrical and concrete work. Presently, the company operates two large asphalt plants, including a rock plant and a recrushed operation on-site. The R.J. Noble Company contracts primarily in Orange and Riverside counties, and has done work in Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego counties as well.

R.J. Noble Company

R.J. Noble Company is a Class A, General Engineering Contractor specializing in grading and asphalt paving, subcontracting underground, electrical and concrete work. Presently, the company operates two large asphalt plants, including a rock plant and a recrushed operation on-site. The R.J. Noble Company contracts primarily in Orange and Riverside counties, and has done work in Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego counties as well.

Residence Inn Pasadena

R.D. OLSON CONSTRUCTION
continued from page B-74

services continue to expand to include design-build, design-assist, property assessment, and FF&E procurement. The repeatable success of these efforts has further established R.D. Olson as one of the nation’s top contracting firms, creating new growth opportunities with new clients.

“Within the wider industry, knowledge and experience are key in order to stay one step ahead of the competition,” says Bill Wilhelm, president of R.D. Olson Construction. “Our staff is our greatest asset. Since our inception, R.D. Olson Construction has attracted the best talent in the industry, people who value integrity, apply an entrepreneurial mindset and take personal ownership of their work. Our people drive the success of our business and being able to keep talent is always a priority.”

For more information, contact VP of Business Development Tim Cromwell at 949.222.3728.